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2anna.dina.kalifia@staff.uty.ac.id Abstract  The development of the industrial world

towards industry 4.0 has resulted in changes in the lifestyle of the wider community in

carrying out their activities through digital media, one of which is shopping. This has an

impact on the emergence of many business actors in the e-commerce field which brings its

own challenges to stay alive and face the competition. The demands for innovation in

competitive competition are also increasingly diverse with various approaches ranging from

technology, social science, management science and even artificial intelligence. One form

of innovation that is widely carried out by ecommerce today is looking for an ideal and

effective form of marketing, where the form of marketing itself is considered less able to

accommodate e-commerce needs. One form of real innovation in finding the ideal and

effective marketing is with precision marketing. Precision marketing itself is marketing that

is carried out by utilizing data where consumers are the center of preference for data

collection. In fact, many e-commerce companies that were launched were unable to keep

up with the competition because they were unable to develop marketing strategies and

eventually went bankrupt. Therefore, we need a special way to bridge these problems so

that e-commerce can stay alive, especially for e-commerce classified as  23  Small and

Medium Enterprises (SMEs).   1   This research will focus on developing a precision

marketing model in SME e-commerce, namely orebae.com which can be used as a tool in

developing marketing strategies. This research was conducted using a machine learning



approach by adopting a decision tree algorithm. From the results of this study, showed that

precision marketing model for orebae.com according to customer preferences, can be

used to increase the number of orebae.com sales and to reduce marketing cost.

Keywords: precision marketing; SME; machine learning; customer preference; supervised

learning; decision tree 1. Introduction  The development of the industrial world towards

industry 4.0 has a significant impact on digital transformation, especially for entrepreneurs

[1]. As culture changes into digital culture in the wider community, resulting in changes in

people's lifestyles that do more activities via digital media. The routine activity that is often

done is shopping, which is currently accommodated with online media, one of which is

through e-commerce. This brings its own challenges for business actors in the e-

commerce field in conducting competition. Often with the emergence of much e-commerce,

more and more innovations are successfully generated to win the competition. One form of

innovation that is often carried out by ecommerce is to find an ideal and effective form of

marketing, where the traditional form of marketing itself incapable of accommodating the

needs of ecommerce so as not to be eliminated from the competition and in maximizing

profits [2]. The fact is that many SME e-commerce are not able to keep up with the

competition where consumers prefer to shop at large e-commerce, which ultimately results

in the elimination of SME e-commerce from the competition. The biggest mistake of SME

e-commerce is the lack of attention to the role of data as a key factor that can be used in

formulating strategies, one of which is marketing strategy. Marketing activities themselves

cannot be separated from data [3]-[9]. A large amount of marketing  19  data contains a lot

of valuable customer information [10], [11]. Precision marketing itself is marketing that is

carried out by utilizing data where consumers are the center of their preferences [12].

Through the collection, processing and analysis of this data, precision marketing can be

realized to target consumers according to their needs and which is able to have an impact

on reducing marketing costs and increasing marketing efficiency [13]. To extract valuable

information from a set of data, data mining technology and machine learning have been

widely
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methods such as decision trees, association rules, artificial neural networks, and other

methods [14]. Therefore, in this study, researchers will propose an alternative approach by

applying machine learning to supervised learning with the Decision tree algorithm to

develop a precise marketing model for SME e-commerce orebae.com. This approach is

considered by researchers to be better in formulating marketing strategies because it is

sourced from consumer preference data which is expected   6   to be able to create

marketing strategies that are close to consumer needs. This research hopefully will be able

to become a solution for SME e-commerce, especially orebae.com and other SME e-

commerce. In recent years, precision marketing issues have received much attention and

researchers have begun to conduct research in this field with various approaches using

various techniques and methods. Several similar studies in the realm of precision

marketing [3] include using the ADIMA (Attention Interest Desire Memory Action) Model

with a combination of artificial neural networks to perform model analysis and evaluation

and K-mean Clustering for model optimization based on customer data stored in the

database. data. Another study by [4], [15]   2   with the RFM (Recency, Frequency,

Monetary, Value) model where customer data is collected based on the identification of

their shopping habits such as shopping frequency, amount of money spent etc. then used

for grouping customers according to their characteristics. Another study in research [10]

with the application of AISAS  22  (Attention, Interest, Search, Action, and Share) model

with the AHP method on consumer purchase history data. Other research was also

conducted by [16] using the  24  User Interest Graph (UIG) model on user interest and there

is also research by [17], [18] based on big data theory with several types of data sources

including customer databases, social media, online platforms, and market analysis. From

the description, a comparison of studies   2   in the case of precision marketing is shown in



the Table 1. Table  1. Related Work Model Data Researcher RFM Model, KMean

Clustering Sales transaction history data in database Ina Maryani dan Dwiza Riana (2017)

Big Data Model Social media, online platforms, and marketanalysis Yushui Xiao, dan Feng

Ling  (2019) ADIMA Model, K-Mean Clustering Customer shopping history data in

database Jianfeng Cheng (2020) User Interest Graph Model online records (number of

posts, Zhiguo Zhu, dkk. (2020) Model Data Researcher number of likes, number of

comments) AISAS Model, AHP Customer shopping history data in database Wu Jun, dkk.

(2021) RFM Model, KMean Clustering, Decision Tree Sales transaction history data in

database Sularso Budilaksono, dkk. (2021) Looking at comparisons of the research on

Table 1, it is very possible for this research to be carried out. In this study, researchers will

take a different approach in   1   developing a precision marketing model, namely by using

decision tree algorithm in classifying customer habits on customer historical data including

the attributes of age, income, occupation, and educational background. This research also

analyzes the effects of precision marketing with the application of the resulting model. In

the result, the model will be used in supporting marketing program within one month. 2.

Research Methods This research will be carried out in several stages, which have been

designed by researchers, which can be seen in Figure 1.  Figure 1. Research Stages

Figure 1 shows that research stage will begin with business understanding, data collection,

data preparation, data preprocessing, model building and evaluation. 2.1 Business

Understanding At this stage the researcher conducts some preliminary research

discussions to understand the business. This stage consists of a very precise problem

specification along with the method of evaluating the achievement of the objectives shown

in Table 2.  
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of problem Problem Key Success Factors  Sales cannot meet target New Marketing



Approach Customer needs Must produce all products in quantities that do not meet market

needs Product demand forecasting Market needs Decision making is not as expected

Decision maker using old method Innovation to find new method 2.2 Data Collection  The

research data used is customer historical data such as age, income, occupation, and

educational background. The data was obtained by orebae.com from regular surveys on

their customers. The results of the survey will be used usually for the owner and

management to see opportunities and in return they will provide prizes or promos for those

who are willing to fill out the survey. In the fact, the data that was obtained cannot be

handled or processed properly resulting in inaccurate decisions. The survey data that will

be used are data from 2020 to 2022. The size of the data that successfully collected was

5832, but for this study we only used total 5000 data. As for sample data will be shown in

Table 3. Table  3. Sample Data Id Age Income Edu Occup label 8 50 3 5 3 0 9 35 2 6 2 0

10 34 2 3 3 1 For the categorization of the attributes of which can be explained as follows:

Occupation  1 = jobless 2 = state officer 3 = private 4 = teacher 5 = agriculture 6 = religion

7 = enterpreneur Education 1 = high school level and below 2 = diploma (D3) and bachelor

(S1) 3 = above bachelor (S2, S3) Income 1 = less equal to 1.5 million 2 = greater than 1.5

million and less than 5 million 3 = less equal to 5 million Potential Customer 0 = buy once

or less than once 1 = buy more than once  2.3. Data Preparation  At this stage, data

cleaning is carried out, from duplicate data, missing values, changing data types to

numeric and removing unused features. From the findings, there is no missing data or

duplicates data, and data already in numerical form, mean while for the features that are

not used and must be deleted are Id. 2.3 Data Preprocessing The preprocessing stage is

carried out by performing  16  Exploratory data analysis (EDA), Univariate Analysis and

bivariate-multivariate analysis. 2.3.1   3   Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) Exploratory Data

Analysis refers to the critical process of conducting preliminary investigations on data to

find patterns, find anomalies, test hypotheses, and check assumptions with the help of

summary statistics and graphical representations. The results of the EDA conducted found

that: Customers are in the age range of 23 – 67;   3   Most of the customers come from the



income group of 5 million and above; Most customers come from high school education

and below; Most customers come from entrepreneurs; and Customers have bought more

than once on oreBae only 480 people. 2.3.2 Univariate Analysis Univariate analysis is the

simplest form of data analysis. The main purpose of this analysis is almost the same as

EDA, which is to retrieve data, summarize the data, and find patterns in the data. At this

stage, check the distribution  16  of the data by grouping the data shown in Figure

2.      Figure 2. Data Group
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it was found that the most orebae.com customers were aged 51-60, 41-50 and 3140. And

for customers who have the potential to become regular customers are those with income

of more than 1.5 milllion and less than 5 million 2.3.3 Bivariate & Multivariate Analysis

Bivariate and multivariate analysis was conducted to see the comparison and  25 

relationship between two or more data. At this stage a correlation table was made to

determine the correlation of the data so that it is found that Age on Education has a slightly

positive correlation and Income on education also has a slightly positive correlation shown

in Figure 3.  Figure 3. Correlation Table. From the results of the comparison between data

at this stage, it was also found that customers with low education with age above 40 and

with a income of less than 1.5 million have potention to became regular customers, while

those in the age range 30-35 had the highest percentage of ages who had purchased more

than once. 2.4 Model Building and Evaluation 2.4.1 Decision Tree Model This research will

use the application of machine learning to build model. Machine Learning itself  19  is one of

the techniques in Artificial Intelligence that could learn patterns from a dataset [19].

Meanwhile, the machine learning technique   6   used in this research is a supervised

learning with classification model using Decision Tree algorithm. In general, the Machine

Learning model that will be used in this research can be seen in Figure 4. At this stage the



5000 data that are ready to use (dataset) are divided into two groups, which are training

data and testing data with a proportion of 70% training data and 30% testing data. For

each data distribution a model is made using the Decision Tree classification method, then

for parameter setting the selected criteria are using gain ratio or information gain. If the

frequency of the potential class is 10% and the frequency of the not potential class is 90%

in label attribute, then the not potential class will become the dominant class, the tree will

be biased towards the dominant class. Due to data imbalance, it is necessary to add

weight.   Figure 4. Machine Learning Model 2.4.2 CART (Classification and Regression

Tree) CART is a recursive partitioning method used for regression and classification.

CART is constructed by solving a subset of the dataset using a predictor variable to create

two child nodes repeatedly, starting from the entire dataset. The aim is to produce a subset

 16  of data that is as homogeneous as possible to classify the target variables [20]. At the

start of the process, a training set consisting of confidential notes should be available. a

training tool used to construct a tree that allows assigning classes to target new record

variables based on the value of another variable or independent variable [21]. CART builds

a binary tree by dividing the records at each node based on a function of the input

variables. The first task to run is to determine the independent variable   3   which is the

best spliiter. The best splitter is the vertex diversity of the derived divisors. No more

splitting nodes called leaf nodes [21]. Breaking records at each node causes the number of

records to decrease from the root node to the child node to the leaf node. The fewer the

quantity records, the less representative the node is. The result is that the tree model can

only accurately predict records in the training set but cannot predict new records from

outside the training set accurately or overtraining. To reduce overtraining can be done by

tuning, if tuning can't handle overtraining, then pruning is used which produces many

candidate subtrees [21]. Several candidate subtrees are selected based on their ability to

predict new records. Selection requires a new dataset, a test set containing new records

that are different from the notes in the training set. Each candidate subtree is used to

predict the records in the test set. The subtree that gives the smallest error is selected as



the model tree [21]. The final step is to evaluate the selected subtree by applying it to a

new dataset which is the validation set.
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obtained from the validation set is used to predict the expected performance prediction

model [21]. 3.  Results and Discussions 3.1 Analysis of CART Decision Tree Model From

the findings of the initial data, there is a data imbalance, so it is necessary to add weight.

There is confusion matrix generated based on model that produced shows that it is still

overfitting shown in Figure 5.  Figure 5. Confusion Matrik Before Tuning Because the

model is still overfitting, where the accuracy and recall values of the training data is still far

from the accuracy and recall value of the testing data, then the tuning process is carried

out with a grid search. Grid search is a way to find the best parameters used for modeling

in machine learning. If we use this grid search, we can find out which hyperparameter is

the best that we want to use for modeling in a machine learning algorithm.  In this step

parameters from the model are used to perform validation for each combination of models

and hyperparameters automatically. In this process, the best parameter generated are

hyperparameter with max depth = 6, max leaf nodes for tree = 20, and min samples leaf for

tree = 7. The result showed that tuning process can overcome overfitting, and the model

has shown fit results which is proven by the confusion matrix in Figure 6.  Figure 6.

Confusion Matrik After Tuning In figure 6 the result showed that accuracy and recall values

of the training data already not far from accuracy and recall values from data testing, so the

model can be said to be fit and   2   can be used to help decision making. From an already

made model, it is estimated that important features include education with the scope of

bachelor and diploma degree, age with scope older than 25 years old, income with a salary

scope greater than equal 5 million, then followed by occupation, that belong to jobless,

teaching staff and private sector as shown in Figure 7.  Figure 7. Important Features As for



the decision tree model that successfully generated after the tuning process and model

can be said already fit  26  is shown in Figure 8  Figure 7. Decision Tree Model After tuning

From Figure 8 then several important rules that used for helping decision making base on

decision tree above for determining potential customers shown as follows: R1 : IF

Education <= high school level and Age <= 37 then not potential customer
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high school level and Age <= 37 and occupation = teacher and income <= 5 million rupiah

then not potential customer R3 : IF Education <= high school level and Age <= 42 then not

potential customer R4 : IF Education <= high school level and Age <= 65  then not

potential customer R4 : IF Education <= high school level and Age <= 42 and occupation =

jobless then not potential customer R5 : IF Education <= high school level and Age <= 65

and income <= 5 million rupiah then not potential customer R6 : IF Education <= high

school level and Age <= 66 and income <= 5 million rupiah and then not potential customer

R7 : IF Education <= high school level and Age <= 37 and occupation = teacher or

occupation = enterpreneur then potential customer After rules successfully generated then

the next process is to checking tuning process result. When tuning process if the model still

not fit then the next step process which is prunning will be executed. Because the model is

already fit, there no need to do pruning process and the model can be applied in decision

making. Based on the model and analysis it was found that the best feature that

sequentially from Education, Age, Income and the last one is occupation. From the main

features the right marketing programs can be focused or aimed on people with high school

level education background and below, and with a second priority people with occupation

teacher or enterpreneur and also Age below 37 years old. 3.2   1   Analysis of Precision

Marketing Implementation To test the effectiveness of precision marketing on marketing

program of orebae.com e-commerce with model that already developed, the model was



applied by applying the rules generated from the decision tree on marketing strategy and

also based on the important features that have been generated on monthly sales. The test

will be focused on how much volume and marketing costs for the month of July which does

not apply the precision marketing model and August which has used the precision

marketing model and then the results will be compared. The results are shown in Table 4,

where thanks to precise marketing, the monthly sales volume increased after implementing

model, which is 32.65% higher than before and for marketing cost is 50%. lower than last

month. The results of the study show precision marketing has good impact to sales volume

and marketing cost.  After implementing precision marketing model, marketing cost of

orebae.com is significantly reduced. This is because orebae.com only carries out the

marketing plan for the designated customers, which largely avoids the invalid marketing

plan and reduces the marketing cost. Table  4. Comparison of Model Results Times July,

2022 August, 2022 Monthly sales volume/n 267 392 Marketing cost/jt 15 7.5 4.  Conclusion

In this research, the decision tree algorithm can be used and applied to create new model

of precision marketing. Taking the SME e-commerce orebae.com as an example, a

decision tree was constructed with classification rules based on the analysis of customer

information collected and yielded satisfactory results. Finally, categories of customers with

high purchase probability are obtained. This customer category then becomes the main

target of the marketing program. From analysis process and rules that generated, show

that the best target for marketing campain are customer with education background high

school level education and below, occupation teacher or enterpreneur and also Age below

37 years old. Finally, after adjust marketing campain based on model result, it was found

that the company's sales volume increased significantly, and marketing costs decreased,

indicating that the built decision tree is quite effective and reliable for precision marketing.

Suggestions for further research, it is highly recommended   6   to be able to combine it with

mining data from user interactions when using e-commerce such as when choosing a

product, how long to look at a product, what product categories are often viewed etc. So

that precision marketing can be more precise in reaching the expected customer
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